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      'An exciting and important book, which demonstrates that ethical practice can be - in fact, must be - alive and creative as well as safe and boundaried' - 

Nick Totton, author of Wild Therapy 




  
              


    
      



 


 
      excellent addition, helpful to clarify ethical practice




  
          Ms Deborah Flynn-Harland




              


    
      



 


 
      A very useful text book for our year 2 skills courses where we want to encourage students to think confidently and creatively about ethical situations.
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      A useful book to help take the fear out of making the unfamiliar familiar.
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      Thoughtful and relevant. Full of useful resources
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      Does what it says and gets you thinking out of the box about ethical issues
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      This book provides some interesting perspectives on ethical dilemmas that can occur in the workplace applicable to any practising therapist or trainee.
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      Some useful information that can be used to supplement students' understanding of ethical practice.
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      A completely different approach to an important subject
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      A useful and informative book to stimulate trainee discussion




  
          Mrs Gillian Salter




              


    
      



 


 
      The essence of this book directs the reader to creatively assess their ethical practice from a client and dynamic perspective. It highlights that there is a real need to understand how ‘in the moment’ practitioners have to risk manage the ever changing situation in a session, and how it an ability that needs to be understood so as not to stifle creativity. Definitely a must read.
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      A good accompanyment text to Tim Bond's ethics book
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      A creative and practical addition to the market
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      This is must for students on diploma courses and also experieced counsellors.
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      An interesting approach to the subject and one of few tht stresses the use of mediation.
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